We make the following statement precise under fairly weak conditions: in an experiment, if we summarize n statistically independent observations (xi,. .. ,x.) in n m < n real numbers (yi,. . .,ym), where y = z Jfj(xi) and the fj are given funci=1 tions, and if we assume we have lost no information by the summary, then the family of probabilities associated with the experiment must be an exponential family.
Pt(A) = co(t) exp ( cj(t)<pj(x) )Pt(dx)
Proof: Let D be the closure of the domain of up. Define the functions ; and P on D n (U + U) by {(x) = ess lim p(y) and A(x) = ess lim (p(y). It is elementary to show that {(x + y) < {(x) + ,(y),Ot(x + y) 2 P(x) + P(y), and then that {(x) = P(x),x C D n (U + U). Because of the boundedness of (r, there is a real linear map p-on Rm so that Sp-(x) = {(x) on D n (U + U), and it then follows that <p-= so almost everywhere. is the function whose value at (Xi,... ,XE) E X' is E h(xi). The product measil ure P' is defined on the product sigma-algebra 21n. Proof: Condition (ii) ensures that Pk(A) > 0 implies that there is a Borel subset B of the density points of 1Pk(f) (A) so that Pk(()/k (f)) (B)) > Pk(A). This implies that the infimum of the real subset tinner Lebesgue measure of Pk(f) (A) :A C Wk,)Ptk(A) = 11 is positive and is obtained at some A E 21k for which we may assume that 1kk(f) (A) is a Borel set. Hence, by the theorem of Fubini and Lemma 1, it follows that 0t2k() (A2k) U N = U where A2k C 212k is a set of probability one, N is a null set, and U is an open set. For the same reasons concerning 4Ik(f), we may assume 1,2k(f)(A2k) is a Borel set, each point of which is a density point. Condition (iii) evidently holds on An n (A2k X A2k), and we can translate f so that simultaneously U is an open neighborhood of the origin and for some (x,y) E An n (A2k X A2k) for which the section A' of An n (A2k X A2k) at x has probability one, 4l2k(f)(x) is the origin. Therefore, p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2 if we set B = #2k(f)(A ') for an appropriate A" c A2k for which P2k(A ') = 1 (we may choose AM = A2k n A'). This implies Pn(I'n(g) = O°n 7,(f)) = 1 where up-is a real linear map, and taking into account the translation of f, we obtain the lemma.
Since for fixed to C T and e > 0 each Borel function g is bounded on a set having probability at least 1 -E, it is elementary to obtain LEMMA 4. The conclusion of Lemma 3 holds if assumption (i) is omitted.
LEMMA 5. Let g and fi,. . . ,fm be real-valued Borel functions on X, f = (fi,. ..), satisfying (i) for some integer k, fixed ti C T and a £ (0,1), if A EE 2k and Pk (A) 2 a, then the inner Lebesgue measure of Pk(f) (A) is positive; (ii) for n > k there is a locally Borel function PnM: Mn R so that An(g) = o /i,,(f) on An C 21 With P7n(An) = 1. Then the conclusion of Lemma 3 holds.
Proof: Condition (i) implies there is C CE 2k so that P',k(C) is positive and D E Sk and pk(c nD) positive implies the inner measure of 4?'k(f) (D) is positive. Now if E and F are nonvoid sets and each point of E is a density point of E, then each point of E + F is a density point of E + F. Therefore, defining ')J = C X X C Ik+i, it follows that fi,. . . ,fm and g satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3 on lj, and this fact leads directly to the proof.
In the same way we obtain LEMMA 6. Replace (i) in Lemma 5 by (i') for each n 4n(f)(A) is a Lebesgue set for each A CE 2n, and for some integer k, if A C 21k and Pk(A) = 
for (tA) C T X an, then (1) holds; each Spj in (1) is a linear combination of the fj with probability one, and thus p . m for a version of dP,/dPO.
Proof: Following Dynkin,3 define t(t,x) = ln(dP,/dP,,(x)) up to a null set. Let g{9 s E S) be a basis for the smallest real linear space containing the functions of x ¢(t, .). Then for each s C Sg5 satisfies the hypotheses of the g in Theorem 1 and this completes the proof.
